Ontology Maps to Database: OntoMapDB approach
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Abstract—Ontology aims to organize knowledge of specific domain and provides a definition for the vocabularies and their relationships. Ontology plays an important role in the construction of database, it can be used to extend the classical model of databases. Several approaches were proposed to build database based on ontology structure. This Database called 'Ontology Based Data Base' (OBDB) stores ontology and instances, which is more adaptable for computer application because it insures the interoperability between computer application and the OBDB. The OBDB approaches presented in the literature has limits as focusing on specific type of ontology. In this paper, we propose a new approach of OBDB representation called 'Ontology Maps to DataBase (OntoMapDB)'. Our approach aims to manage information in database from ontology source, facilitate access to data for computer application and help developer in conceptual step. It consists on mapping ontology components as concepts, instances, and properties to database components as table, records, and attributes. OntoMapDB treats all types of ontology, canonical and non canonical ontology. It does not depend on a specific ontology model and it is relevant for each domain.

Index Terms—Ontology, Ontology based database, Database, Mapping, Design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The information is stored in different source, which is often heterogeneous. The information source must contain data needed for a given domain and must be efficient and sharing. In order to establish efficient information sharing, it is necessary to find a suitable information source.

Several works related to Databases (DB) in the last decade have focused on increasing information representation. Many representation models are proposed as the relational model, DB deductive model, and object-relational model. In addition, many work present the notion of ontology as a conceptual model of shared domain [1] [2], which describe all information in a specific domain in a consensual manner to conceptualize application areas. Ontology groups and structures volume of information. It aimed to group and structure specific domain concepts and the relationship between them [3]. The amount of data defined by reference ontologies has increased considerably. Ontology is used to manage large volumes of data and it is a solution to limit domain.

Ontology used to express the different conceptual models corresponding to different computer application and to provide unambiguous definition for terms used in a software system [4]. The explicit representation of ontology in each DB facilitate the integration of data and the generation of DB model in conceptualization step. Ontology plays an essential role in information integration. We can use ontology as a support to the computer application, mainly in the creation of a DB.

The Design of DB is a difficult step, because developer must first acquire the domain of application and identify the components needed to develop DB. DBs are application oriented and we cannot have a general DB for many applications. Consequently, conceptualization of DB model takes time and effort and the obtained result is non standard. To solve this problem, approaches have been made to allow the persistence of ontologies and their instances in a database called Ontology-Based Data Base(ODBB), which aimed to construct a DB based on the structure of ontology. OBDB [5] [6] is a data source that contains ontology, a set of data, links between them and the elements that define the ontological sense. It aims to sharing, management, integration and querying structured data associated with large conceptual ontologies.

In this paper, we discuss a new approach to construct database model from ontology. Our approach aims to facilitate the exploration of information stored in the ontology, facilitate the DB design, assist the DB designer, provide DB standardization, particularly in the health context. Our approach is different from other, because we propose a flexible and simple method, which is relevant for each type of ontology and for each domain, also it produces a simple and clear DB model.

The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, we present different types of ontology and their components. In section 3, we present and, we discuss the approaches of OBDB mapping in the literature. In section 4, we present OntoMapDB approach. In section 5, we discuss the mapping process of OntoMapDB approach. Then, we evaluate approach by applying in a cardiac ADE ontology and heart failure ontology. Finally, we conclude with a summary and perspectives.

II. ONTOLOGY

Researchers need to share a common structure of information in a different domain. These structure contain readable definition of basic concepts of a particular area and their relationships. An ontology is a formal system consists on a set of important concepts characterized domain, explicit and shared among different users whose goal is to represent the knowledge of a specific area.

According to Gruber [2], ‘an ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization’. Studer [7] defines ontology
'as an explicit formal specification and a shared conceptualization’. We can explain the definition of ontology as follows:

- Conceptualization refers to an abstract model of some phenomenon in the world by having identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon.
- Explicit means that the type of concepts used, and the constraints on their use are explicitly.
- Formal refers to the fact that the ontology should be machine-readable.
- Shared reflects the notion that an ontology captures consensual knowledge, that is, it is not private of some individual, but accepted by a group.

In general, an ontology provides the means to express the concepts of a field in hierarchical organizations and defining their semantic properties in the language of formal knowledge representation [8]. Ontology provides a common structure of information relative to specific domains. The ontology makes domain unambiguous and provide a common understanding, which can be communicated between people and application systems. Ontologies present the knowledge of a particular field. This knowledge is formalized as the following components, concepts, relations, axioms and instances [9]:

- Concept or class: is a type of object in the universe. It can represent an object, idea, or an abstract concept. A concept can be divided into three parts: a term, a notion and a set of objects [9].
  - The term of a concept is the linguistic expression commonly used to refer to it.
  - The notion refers to the design intent. It contains semantics is defined using properties (attributes and relations), rules and constraints.
  - The set of objects defined by the concept form what is called the extension of the concept. These are the objects to which the concept refers (its instance).

In summary, a concept represents all descriptions of a task, object, function, action, strategy, process of reasoning, idea etc ...
- Relations: a type of interaction between the concepts of a domain. They reflect existing associations. Ontologies usually contain only binary relations [10].
- Axioms: to model claims they considered obvious and had no need of evidence, about the abstractions of the domain resulted in the ontology. The formal axioms are used to verify the consistency of the ontology [10].
- Instances: are used to represent items in a field. They are the extensional definition of concepts of the ontology [10].

Ontology can be classified into two types [11]:

- Canonical ontology: that contains only primitive concepts. The primitive concepts can define the boundaries of the area conceptualized by an ontology [12].
- Non canonical ontology: contains primitive concepts and defined concepts. These concepts extend the vocabulary of ontology. Many ontologies models support the defined concepts as a description logics, Frame Logic (F-Logic), Web Ontology Language (OWL)... [13]

III. RELATED WORKS

OBDB is defined as “a database model that store both ontologies and their instances in a single database” [14]. The OBDB represents ontologies, data structure and links between data. It brings new characteristics, that we cannot find in the traditional DB. It stores both the ontology and their instances in the same repository and it presents many storage layouts for storing ontologies and data (vertical, horizontal, binary), where each representation has its advantages and limitations. The ontology referencing OBDB instances may be expressed in various formalisms (Resource Description Framework (RDF), OWL, etc.) [15].

Many OBDB model have been proposed in the literature, which differ following, model ontologies supported, database schema used to store ontologies represented in this model, database schema used to represent the instance of ontology, mechanisms used to define the link between instances and concepts.

Three main approaches have been followed to represent ontologies in a database [11]: Single table approach, dual schemes approach, and table per class approach.

A. Approach 1: Single table approach

This model is independant of ontology structure. It’s based on storing ontologies elements such as classes and properties in a single table with three columns (subject, predicate, object). This triplet used to characterize each class by a name, a comment and its superclass [16]. The vertical method is used, to represent instances (each instance is defined by a triplet). It used to characterize each instance by a class name, and the property which describes instance.

The main weakness of this approach is the non-distinction between ontology and data engender a large number of joins in the table [17]. To avoid this problem, new system have proposed which separate between ontology and data.

B. Approach 2: Dual schemes approach

The approach uses two tables to store each concept model in the ontology and instance [17][18]. For instance level, three schemes have been proposed to represent instance:

- A vertical table can be used to store the instance level as triplets [17].
- Binary representation each class is represented by an unary table and each property by a binary table. The binary approach is followed by Sesame and RDF-Suite [17].
- Another approach, called table per class, associates to each class a table of authorities which each column corresponds to a property [19].
C. Approach 3: Table per class approach

The approach depends on ontology structure. The ontologies are represented in a pattern depending on the model used ontology (RDFS, OWL, etc.). The representation of data in this approach called horizontal representation, which represented instance in a relational table. The table has a column for each property used to describe instance of this class [11].

Ontology DataBase (OntoDB), which is a representation model of OBDB based on table per class approach. It proposes a structure for storing and evolve the ontology model. It is composed on four parts, the two first parts data and meta database, which stores the instance data and the diagram. The second part represents ontology, and another part, called meta-schema that represents instances. OntoDB model of OBDB is based on PLIB ontology model.

Consequently OntoDB consists on many tables, which requires many joins in queries. Also, the large number of joins between tables engendered a delays in query execution. OntoDB architecture is based on canonical ontologies. This approach is not flexible, it not integrates many kinds of ontologies [6] as non canonical one.

A set of query are used to evaluate the performance of model and show that approach 3 is more performed than approach 1 and approach 2 [20] [18].

IV. ONTOMAPDB: ONTOLOGY MAPS TO DATA BASE

Our work consists on creating a new method for DB construction from ontology. The mapping from ontology called "Ontology Maps to DataBase (OntoMapDB)" to DB can be defined as a set of correspondence between DB’s tables, columns, primary and foreign keys, attributes... etc. and the ontology’s concepts, relations, properties...etc. Our objective is to facilitate the extraction and the use of information in the computer application by the construction of an OBDB. OntoMapDB stores ontology information and structures in a DB. It helps developer to construct DB. OntoMapDB is different to other approaches because it supports multiple models of ontologies (canonical ontologies and non canonical ontologies). The main steps of OntoMapDB are:

- Defines how to generate a DB, based on concept and instance stored in ontology.
- Defines table in DB.
- Defines column for each table in DB.
- Defines relationship between table in the DB.

The method describes four types of mapping: concept mapping, instance mapping, relation mapping, property mapping.

A. Concept mapping

To construct table in DB, we must describe the structure of table which composed on columns and records. In general [21], a concept in ontology maps to table in DB but in our approach concept mapping takes two cases, first case concept maps to table and the second case concept maps to data in the table:

- Case1: Concerns concept explained using a sub-concept. This type of concept found in non canonical ontology.

Also, this case concerns concepts having instances. This type of concepts exists in canonical and non canonical ontology. This two kinds of concepts map to table in DB because it contains the basic elements of table: data can be represented using instance or sub-concept and column can be represented using property (see figure 1).

![Fig. 1. Case 1: Map concept to table](image)

- Case2: Concerns concept without instance or concept not related to sub-concept. This type can be found in both canonical and non canonical ontology. This case cannot map to table because is not containing element necessary to construct table. It only describes a concept father to which it belongs. This type of concept maps to data in the database. These data belong to the table that represents the concept father (see figure 2).

![Fig. 2. Case 2: Map concept to instance](image)

B. Property mapping

The concepts properties describe instance and columns in DB table provide the structure according to which the rows are composed. So, we can map properties to columns in the table of DB, which describe records stored in table.

C. Relationships mapping

The concept in ontology are related between them. Also table in DB are related. It describes instance relationships that must exist when a class is instantiated. We have three types of relationships in ontology:

- Relationship between primitive concept in canonical ontology: relates only the primitive concepts of ontology.
- Relationship between defined concept in non canonical ontology: relates two sub-concept which describe the same concept.
- Relationship between primitive concept and defined concept in non canonical ontology: the relationship between concept and its sub-concepts.

The differs relationship between concept in ontology maps to relationships between table in DB.
D. Mapping instance

Each instance of concept is generated as record in DB table. Instances are extracted from ontology to store as record in DB table. We have two cases of mapping instance:

- Case1: Concept contains instances map to table as explained in previous section and instance map to record for this table.
- Case2: Concept without instances map to record in table which represents concept father of this concept.

![Diagram of mapping](image)

Fig. 3. Example of mapping

The figure (fig 3) explains the mapping components. We illustrate a structure of ontology composed on two primitives concepts (C1, C2) and three sub-concepts (C11, C12, C13). C13 and C2 contain instances. Based on mapping OntoMapDB approach, mapping will be as follows:

- C1: concept related to three sub-concepts. This condition belongs to case 1 of mapping concepts. So C1 maps to table in DB.
- C2: concept contains instance and not related to sub-concept. This condition belongs to case 1 of mapping concept. So, C2 maps to table and instance stored in C2 maps to record in this table.
- C11: it is a sub-concept of C1, it doesn’t contain instance and not related to sub-concept. It is the table of concept father which is C1.
- C12: it is the same case as C11.
- C13: it is a sub-concept of C1. It contains instances and not related to sub-concepts. Case1 of mapping concept. So, C13 maps to table and instances map to records in this table.

V. Process mapping

The mapping process is done progressively as follows. It starts by mapping the tables for concepts, columns for properties, instances for records, and then mapping the relationships. Mapping begins with the root of ontology hierarchy and treats each concept and sub-concept. For each concept we verify the existence of instances and the sub-concepts. Instance can describe the data in the DB and the sub-concept describes either data or table in DB. Concept with sub-concepts or instances maps to table in DB and instances map to records in the table. Each sub-concept must be treated one by one, following the same steps as the concepts. We present in the following the algorithm of mapping process (see fig 4):

![Mapping algorithm](image)

Fig. 4. Mapping algorithm

VI. Evaluation of OntoMapDB

To evaluate our approach, we choose Cardiac Adverse Drug Events Ontology (Cardiac ADE) and Heart Failure ontology (HF ontology). We illustrate a part of the mapping Cardiac ADE ontology in fig 5. We construct this ontology that groups the cardiac adverse drug events which are errors or complications occurred in cardiac domain and related to drug use [22]. The HF ontology groups term related to heart failure. We illustrate a part of HF ontology in fig 6 and scheme DB of this part in fig 7.

![Example of mapping to ADE ontology](image)

Fig. 5. Example of mapping to ADE ontology
sub-concepts map to records in the table. The 'prescription cause’ sub-concept contains five concepts which does not contain instances. 'Prescription cause’ concept maps to table related to 'preparation cause' table and three sub-concepts map to instance. The sub-concept 'omission prescription element' contains four sub-concepts. It maps to class related to 'prescription cause' table and each sub-concept maps to instance in 'omission prescription element' table. The DB schemas obtained is a proposed schemas which can be used in preventive ADE systems. The developer can modify the schemas of DB resulting. Developer can add properties, delete properties and delete table to proposed schemas.

Fig. 6. Part of HF ontology

The part of HF ontology contains 21 concepts. It contains both concepts with instances and others without instances. Concepts contains instances as (signs and symptoms, blood pressure signs, circulations signs, heart murmurs, breath sounds...) map to table in DB, their instances map to records and their properties map to attributes in tables. Concepts without instances as (signs, cardiovascular signs, pulmonary signs, heart sounds and murmurs) map to table in DB, because it related to sub-concepts. The result is illustrated in fig 7.

VII. CONCLUSION

Knowledge stored in an ontology can be used to assist in generation of DB designs, which called Ontology-Based DataBase (OBDB). The OBDB approaches presented in literature adapted only canonical ontology. In this paper, we present a new OBDB approach called Ontology Map to DataBase (OntoMapDB). It presents a construction rules, used to generate DB tables, attributes and records. Our approach is adapted to different types of ontologies canonical and non canonical one, also OntoMapDB is flexible, practical and helpful to Database developer. Our future goal is the development of tool based on this OntoMapDB approach to create OBDB.

Fig. 7. DB'table scheme of HF ontology part
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